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(b. Paris, France, ca. 1618; d. Paris, ca. 1660) 

mathematics. 

Mylon’s place in the history of science derives from the service he provided in facilitating communication among more learned 
men in the decade from 1650 to 1660. He was the third son of Benoist Mylon, counselor to Louis XIII and Controller-General 
of Finance; he himself was admitted to the bar as an advocate before Parlement in 1641, even though he lacked two years of 
being twenty-five, the legal age of majority. 

As early as 1645 Mylon had become concerned with mathematics, making written notes of new Cartesian mathematical 
problems. He was also in contact with Mersenne, Debeaune, and Roberval, and when Schooten passed through Paris he was 
able to transmit a considerable amount of new information to him. Mylon also served as secretary to the “Académie 
Parisienne,”a continuation of the Mersenne group, under the direction of F. le Pailleur, which in 1654 received Pascal’s famous 
“Adresse.” Mylon achieved a certain importance when the death of Pailleur, in November 1654, left the papers of the society 
at his disposal; it was thus he who told Schooten (who told Huygens) of Fermat’s and Pascal’s problems and solutions 
concerning games of chance. He also forwarded to Holland Fermat’s and Frenicle’s problems in number theory. In 1655 
Huygens, who was making his first trip to France, visited Mylon; the following year he suggested the “commerce 
scientifique”that provides the chief documentation of Mylon’s career. 

Mylon maintained a number of rather delicate relationships with other mathematicians. He had access to Pascal in his 
retirement (although to a lesser degree than did Carcavi), and while his affection for Conrart threatened his friendship with 
Roberval, the latter continued to make use of him as an intermediary. He was less happy in his two attempts at personal 
achievement: in 1658 he hazarded his own solution to the quadrature of the cubic curves known as the “perles de M. Sluse”and 
in January 1659, in the wake of the debate provoked by Pascal, he proposed to prove Wren’s solution of the length of the 
cycloid. These efforts stand as a monument to his inadequacies as a mathematician, and it is with them that all mention of 
Mylon by Huygens stops. No publication by him is known. 
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